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Abstract. This paper describes a task scheduling algorithm, based on a

LogP -type model, for allocating arbitrary task graphs to fully connected
networks of processors. This problem is known to be NP-complete even
under the delay model (a special case under the LogP model). The strategy exploits the replication and clustering of tasks to minimise the ill
e ects of communication overhead on the makespan. The quality of the
schedules produced by this LogP -based algorithm, initially under delay
model conditions, is compared with that of other good delay model-based
approaches.

1 Introduction
The e ective scheduling of a parallel program onto the processors of a parallel machine is crucial for achieving high performance. One common program
representation is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes denote tasks and
whose edges denote data dependencies (and hence communication, if the tasks
are mapped to distinct processors). These program communication costs can be
reduced by clustering or grouping tasks together to share processors. Until recently, the standard communication model in the scheduling community has been
the delay model , where the sole architectural parameter for the communication
system is the latency or delay, i.e. the transit time for each message [15].
Clearly, the majority of scheduling algorithms perform some sort of clustering
(i.e. grouping two or more tasks onto the same processor). However in this paper,
the term cluster algorithms refer speci cally to the class of algorithms which
initially consider each task as a cluster (allocated to a unique processor) and
then merge clusters (tasks) if the makespan can be reduced.
DSC [17] is a clustering algorithm that nds optimal 1-linear schedules
(without replicating tasks) for DAGs with granularity which are within a
factor of 1 + 1 of the true optimal schedule. Under this delay model heuristic,
an optimal schedule can be found in polynomial time for fork, join, and coarsegrained (inverted) tree DAGs. Note that Jung et al. concluded that the best
schedule produced by an algorithm that ignores replication may be worse than
?
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the true optimal schedule by a multiplicative factor which is a function of the
communication delay [10].
If recomputation is allowed, there are cases where coarse-grained DAGs can
be scheduled (truly) optimally in polynomial time [13, 14]. Palis et al. [14] proposed a clustering algorithm PLW which produces a schedule with a makespan
at most (1+ ") times the makespan of the true optimal, where the granularity of
the DAG is at least 1," " . Therefore, for any granularity of graph, PLW produces
a schedule whose makespan is at most twice the optimal.
Unfortunately, research has shown that the delay model is not that realistic
since it assumes certain properties (e.g. the ability to multicast, i.e. to send a
number of di erent messages to di erent destinations simultaneously; and that
communication can completely overlap with computation of tasks) that may not
hold in practice { the CPU generally has to manage or at least initiate each communication [6]. The dominant cost of communication in today's architectures is
that of crossing the network boundary. This is a cost which cannot be modelled
as a latency and thus implies that new classes of scheduling heuristics are required to generate ecient schedules for realistic abstractions of today's parallel
computers [4].
These architectural characteristics have motivated new (and now widely accepted) parallel programming models such as LogP [6] and BSP [16]. The LogP
model, for example, is an MIMD message-passing model with four architectural
parameters: the latency, L; the overhead, o, the CPU penalty incurred by a
communication action; the gap, g, a lower bound on the interval between two
successive communications; and the number of processors, P . Although the BSP
model takes a less prescriptive view of communication actions, it has been shown
that the two models are similar particularly terms of communication [4, 16].
In comparison with the delay model, identifying scheduling strategies that
specify such LogP -type characteristics in their communication models is dicult. Only recently have a few scheduling algorithms appeared in the literature.
Zimmerman et al. extended the work of [11, 17] to propose a clustering algorithm
which produces optimal k-linear schedules for tree-like graphs when o  g [18].
Boeres et al. [2, 3, 4] proposed a task replication strategy for scheduling arbitrary
UET-UDC (unit execution task/unit data communication) DAGs on machines
with a bounded number of processors under both the LogP and BSP models.
A novel feature being the use of task replication and tight clustering to support
the bundling of messages as a technique to reduce communication costs.
The purpose of this work is to continue to study the problem of scheduling
arbitrary task graphs under LogP -type models, by building on the results of existing delay model-based task replication clustering algorithms. In the following
section, we present a replication-based task clustering algorithm for scheduling
general or arbitrary DAGs on LogP -type machines (although an unbounded
number of processors is assumed). The speci c architectural parameters considered have been adopted from the Cost and Latency Augmented DAG (claud)
model [5] (developed independently of LogP ). In the claud model, an application is represented by a DAG G and the set of m identical processors by P .

The overheads associated with the sending and receiving of a message are denoted by s and r , respectively, and the communication latency or delay by  .
The claud model very naturally models LogP , given the following parameter
relationships: L =  , o = s +2 r , g = s and P = m.
The delay model is a special case in under a LogP -type model where the overheads are zero. Therefore, any proposed LogP -type scheduling algorithm still
has to produce good schedules under delay model conditions. This is the focus
of this paper and Section 3 compares the makespans produced by the new algorithm under delay model conditions against two other well known delay model
clustering algorithms { DSC and PLW. Section 4 draws some conclusions and
outlines future work regarding scheduling for LogP -type machines. (Throughout
this paper, the term delay model conditions is used to refer to situation where
the overheads are zero and the term LogP conditions used when the overheads
are nonzero.)

2 A New Heuristic
A parallel application is represented by a DAG G = (V; E; "; !), where V is the
set of tasks, E is the precedence relation among them, "(vi ) is the execution cost
of task vi 2 V and !(vi ; vj ) is the weight associated to the edge (vi ; vj ) 2 E
representing the amount of data units transmitted from task vi to vj .
For the duration of each communication overhead the processor is e ectively
blocked unable to execute other tasks in V or even to send or receive other messages. Consequently, any scheduling algorithm must, in some sense, view these
sending and receiving overheads also as \tasks" to be executed by processors.
The new clustering heuristic (BNR) attempts to minimise the makespan by
trying to construct a cluster for each task vi so that vi starts executing at the
earliest possible time. Cluster vi will contain the owner task vi and, determined
by a cost function, copies of some of its ancestors (i.e. BNR employs task replication). Like most clustering algorithms, BNR consists of two phases: the rst
determines which tasks should be included and their order within a cluster; the
second, identi es the clusters required to implement the input DAG G and maps
each necessary cluster to a unique processor. Even though an unbounded number
of processors is assumed, BNR does try to minimise the number of processors
required as long as the makespan is not adversely a ected.

2.1 Properties for LogP scheduling
In order to schedule tasks under a LogP -type model, BNR applies a couple of
new general scheduling restrictions with regard to properties of clusters (one in
each phase). In the rst phase, only the owner task of a cluster may send data to
a task in another cluster. This restriction does not adversely a ect any makespan
since, by de nition, an owner task will not start execution later than any copy
of itself. Also, if a non-owner task u in cluster C (vi ) were to communicate with
a task in another cluster, the processor to which C (vi ) is allocated would incur a

send overhead after the execution of u which in turn might force task vi to start at
a time later than its earliest possible. The second phase uses the restriction that
each cluster can have only one successor. If two or more clusters share the same
predecessor cluster, then this phase will assign a unique copy of the predecessor
cluster to each successor irrespective of whether or not the data being sent to
each successor is identical. This removes the need to incur the multiple send
overheads at the end of the predecessor cluster which unnecessarily delay the
execution of successor clusters.
These general restrictions are new in the sense that they do not need to be
applied by scheduling strategies which are used exclusively for delay model conditions (because of the assumptions made under the delay model). The purpose
of these restrictions is to aid in the minimisation of the makespan, however they
do incur the penalty of increasing the number of clusters required and thus the
number of processors needed. Where the number of processors used is viewed
as a re ection on the cost of implementing the schedule, a post-pass optimisation can be applied to relax the above restrictions and remove clusters which
now become redundant (i.e. those clusters whose removal will not increase the
makespan). Note that Lowe et al. [7] suggests that the problem of determining
the optimal amount of replication is e ectively NP-complete for the LogP model.

2.2 The rst phase
For each task vi 2 V (where i is assigned topologically), BNR constructs a

cluster C (vi ) (with vi being its owner) from the ancestors of vi . The term
iancs(C (vi )) de nes the set of immediate ancestors of tasks already in C (vi )
which themselves are not in C (vi ), i.e. iancs(C (vi )) = fuj j (uj ; tl ) 2 E ^ uj 62
C (vi ) ^ tl 2 C (vi )g. A task uj 2 iancs(C (vi )) is incorporated into cluster C (vi ) if
vi 's start time can be reduced. Thus, BNR includes uj in C (vi ) based on comparing the start time of vi under the following two situations: (a) when uj 62 C (vi );
and (b) when uj 2 C (vi ).
The pseudocode for BNR can be seen in Algorithm 3. The strategy visits
each task vi 2 G, constructing cluster C (vi ) and calculating vi 's earliest schedule
time es (vi ) (which is de ned as the start time of vi in its own cluster C (vi ))
as described in the manner below. Note that we assume the de nition of the
earliest start time of task vi to mean the optimal or earliest possible start time
of vi [15]. Our objective is to attempt to nd a schedule for each vi 2 V such
that es (vi ) = e(vi ).
Let C (vi ) = ht1 ; : : : ; tl ; : : : tk ; vi i be tasks of cluster vi in execution order.
These tasks are not listed in non-decreasing order of their earliest start time nor
earliest schedule time but rather in an order determined by the sequence in which
tasks were included in the cluster and the position of their immediate successor
task at the time of their inclusion. The critical cluster path cost , m(C (vi )), is
the earliest time that vi can start due to the ancestor tasks of vi in C (vi ). This
is calculated simply by ignoring the communications of all tasks 2 iancs(C (vi ))
to C (vi ), as shown in lines 2 and 3 of Algorithm 1. et(tp ; vi ) is the end time of
this copy of task tp in C (vi ) and which is e ectively never scheduled earlier than

the original (owner) task tp in C (tp )(line 3). The end time of t1 , the rst task,
(et(t1 ; vi ) = es (t1 ) + "(t1 )) is based on its earliest schedule time even though its
ancestors (when it has some) are not (yet) in the cluster. The reason for this is
that BNR, in some sense, bases this value on the likely cost in future iterations,
i.e. best, of course, being limited by the task's earliest schedule time.

Algorithm 1 : critical-cluster-path (C (vi ));
1 let C (vi ) = ht1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tk i; et(t1 ; vi ) := es (t1 ) + "(t1 );
2 for p = 2; : : : ; k do
3
et(tp; vi ) := maxfet(tp,1 ; vi ); es (tp )g + "(tp);
4 m(C (vi )) := et(tk ; vi );

Algorithm 2 : critical-ancs-path (vi ; C (vi ))

1 maxc := 0; de ne iancs(C (vi )); let C (vi ) = ht1 ; t2 ; : : : ; tk i;
2 if (iancs(C (vi )) 6= ;) then
3
for all uj 2 iancs(C (vi )) do
4
for each (uj ; tl ) 2 E such that tl 2 C (vi ) do
5
c(uj ; tl ; vi ) := es (uj ) + "(uj ) + s + L  !(uj ; tl ) + r ;
6
for p = l; : : : ; k do
c(uj ; tl ; vi ) := maxfc(uj ; tl ; vi ); es (tp )g + "(tp);
7
8

end for each
if (maxc < c(uj ; tl ; vi )) then

maxc := c(uj ; tl ; vi ); mtask := uj ;

end if
end for all

Task uj is a possible candidate to be incorporated into cluster C (vi ) if
uj 2 iancs(C (vi )). Under situation (a), for each task uj , BNR calculates the
earliest time that vi can start due solely to the chosen task uj (known as the
critical ancestor path cost c(uj ; tl ; vi )) to be the sum of: the execution of uj
(es (uj ) + "(uj )); the sending overhead (s ) (due to the LogP general scheduling

restrictions, there is no need to determine the number of overheads and gaps
g incurred, since BNR only permits a cluster to send one message at the expense of needing multiple copies of the same cluster); the communication delay
(L  !(uj ; tl )); the receiving overhead (r ); and the computation time of tasks
tl to tk (i.e. the critical cluster path cost for task tl to tk ). The task uj whose
c(uj ; tl ; vi ) is the largest is the immediate ancestor of cluster C (vi ) who most
delays task vi . This function can be seen in Algorithm 2 which assigns mtasks
and maxc to the critical immediate ancestor and its critical ancestor path cost,
respectively (line 8).
If maxc is greater than the critical cluster path cost, m(C (vi )), than task
mtask becomes the chosen candidate for inclusion into cluster C (vi ). If this is
not the case, the process stops and cluster C (vi ) is now complete. This forms

the condition of the main loop in the construct-cluster function as shown in
lines 5 to 11 of Algorithm 3. Before committing mtask to C (vi ), it is necessary
to compare the cost maxc with situation (b) { the critical cluster path cost of
the cluster C (vi ) [ fmtaskg. If maxc is less than this new cost, task mtask is
not included (line 11) and the formation of cluster C (vi ) is nished. Otherwise,
task mtask is included, critical ancestor path costs are calculated for the new
set of tasks in iancs(C (vi )) (line 9), the start time of vi is updated (line 10) and
the loop is repeated. Note that it is not necessary for all of the ancestors of vi
to be visited when constructing the cluster C (vi ).

Algorithm 3 : construct-cluster (v)
1 if pred(v) = ; then es (v) := 0;

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

else

(maxc; mtask) := critical-ancs-path(v; C (v));
m(C (v)) := 0; es (v) := maxfm(C (v)); maxcg;
while (m(C (v )) < maxc);
C (v) := C (v) [ fmtaskg; m0 (C (v)) := m(C (v));
m(C (v)) := critical-cluster-path(C (v));
if (m(C (v ))  maxc) then
(maxc; mtask) := critical-ancs-path(mtask; C (v));
es (v) := maxfm(C (v)); maxcg;
else

es (v) := maxfm0 (C (v)); maxcg; C (v) := C (v) , fmtaskg;

end while
end if

2.3 The second phase
The second phase of the approach is to determine which of the generated clusters
are needed to implement the schedule. This can be achieved by simply tracing the
cluster dependencies starting with the sinks. Note that multiple copies of clusters may be required. These schedule clusters are then allocated to processors,
at worst one cluster per processor. In some cases, there is scope for optimisation: clusters whose execution times do not overlap can be mapped to a single
processor; depending on the communication parameters, the number of copies
of a cluster could be reduced without a ecting the makespan, e.g. clusters have
the ability to multicast under the delay model.

2.4 Algorithm analysis

At rst glance, BNR appears to be similar to that of the PLW algorithm of Palis
et al. [14] ignoring the di erences for LogP scheduling. Both of these algorithms
consist of two phases, utilise task replication to form clusters (one for each task
in G), even growing them by adding a single task at a time. However, the key
di erence is the use of the earliest schedule time to determine the start time of

owner tasks (i.e. only for the original tasks in G and not their copies) rather than
the earliest start time for all tasks including their copies. (Note that the earliest
start time is a bound [14] since it may be impossible to actually schedule a task
at this time [15]). A second di erence is the execution order of tasks within a
cluster. Note that PLW orders tasks in nondecreasing order of their earliest start
time. The e ect of these di erences are highlighted by the results presented in
the next section.
The complexity of PLW is O(n2 log n + ne), where n =j V j and e =j E j.
For BNR, the critical-cluster-path function is clearly O(n). Examining function
critical-ancs-path, O(e) edges could emanate from tasks in iancs(vi ). Given k,
the number of tasks currently in cluster C (vi ), there are at most (n , k) tasks in
iancs(C (vi )). Consequently for the worst case number of edges, as the number
of tasks in C (vi ) grows, so the number of edges emanating from iancs(C (vi ))
diminishes. The complexity of critical-ancs-path is then O(ek) and the whole
strategy O(n2 ek).

3 Results
The results produced by BNR have been compared with the clustering heuristic
PLW [14] and DSC [17] using a benchmark suite of DAGs which includes outtrees (OT ), in-trees (IT ), diamond DAGs (D), a set of randomly generated
DAGs (R) and irregular DAGs (I ) taken from the literature.
A few of the experimental results obtained are shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3.
The subscript of the DAGs represent the number of tasks in the respective
graphs. Each heuristic produced a schedule with a (predicted) makespan M and
an actual makespan S (only one value appears in the column if M and S are
the same). The time for the actual makespan of the schedule was derived from
a parallel machine simulator [4]. The required number of processors is P .
The rst set of experiments focus on the delay model and ne-grained DAGs
for the following reasons. The best scheduling algorithms are based on the delay
model since it is the standard scheduling model. The delay model is in fact
a special case under the LogP model (g = o = 0) where tasks can exploit
the property of multicasting. Although the scheduling restrictions cause LogP
strategies, such as the one proposed in this work, to appear greedy with respect
to the number of processors required, it is important to show that the makespans
produced and processors used are comparable to those of delay model approaches
under their model. Scheduling approaches such as DSC and PLW have already
been shown to generate good results (optimal or near-optimal) for various types
of DAGs. For this experimental analysis, the graphs were assigned unit execution
and unit communication costs and the latency L was set to 1, 2, 5 and 10 units
for di erent tests.
In the 196 experiments carried out in the rst set, the schedules produced
by BNR were never worse than those of DSC or PLW . BNR was better than
DSC in 164 cases and equal in 32, and in 166 and 30 cases, respectively, against
PLW . The performances of both DSC and PLW progressively worsen in com-

Communication Cost = 1
DSC

P LW

BNR

Communication Cost = 2
DSC

P LW

BNR

DAG M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P
OT63
OT511
IT63
IT511
D64
D400
I41 [11]
R13
R124
R310
R510

11
17
11
17
22
58
16
8
8
18
20

32 8 46
256 11/12 344
32 11 21
256 17 341
8 23/28 32
20 59/76 200
13 16 22
5 9 7
67 8/9 76
110 21/22 189
170 23/25 327

6
9
11
17
22
58
15
7
7
16
17

32 11 21 8 36
256 17 171 13 308
16 11 21 13 21
256 17 171 19/21 341
6 30 5 28/37 26
14 78 11 70/97 164
10 21 9 18/22 20
5 9 3 9 7
64 10 62 11 73
105 24/25 106 26/29 173
184 25 155 31/34 295

6
9
11
17
28
76
17
8
9
20
21

32
256
21
171
8
14
13
4
65
121
214

Table 1. Results for communication latency (L) equal to 1 and 2 units.
Communication Cost = 5

DAG

DSC

P LW

BNR

Communication Cost = 10

DSC

P LW

BNR

M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P M/S P
OT63
19 13 6 32 6 32 29/32 16
6
32 6 32
OT511 31/33 121 14 260 9 256 50/53 115
9 256 9 256
IT63
19 13 19 21 17 12 29 16 24
9 22 11
IT511
31 121 29/31 169 30 108 50/49 115 41 73 36 88
D64
55 6 39/56 20 36 11 61/60 3 54/62 17 45 9
D400
163 18 95/160 97 104 35 230/225 15 137/229 66 135 52
I41 [11] 31
5 28/26 19 23 8
52
4 34/32 8 29 8
R13
13 1 12 5 11 3
13
1
12
2 12 2
R124
14/16 54 16/17 61 11 60 23 53 20/21 53 15 56
R310
43/45 98 41 131 29 140 73/75 95 75/79 111 42 138
R510
46/44 128 51/55 226 32 229 80 116 71/82 185 47 244

Table 2. Results for communication latency (L) equal to 5 and 10.
parison with BNR as the DAGs e ectively become more ne-grained due to the
increasing latency value. DSC produces schedules which are, on average, 12.2%,
16%, 32.1% and 39.1% worse than those of BNR for each of the respective latency costs. For PLW these values are 20.6%, 23.9%, 25% and 25.3%. DSC
generally utilises the fewest processors since it does not replicate tasks. BNR,
on the whole, uses fewer processors than PLW (especially for small latencies),
but where this is not true the compensation is the better makespan.
A second set of experimental results is presented in Table 3. This table contains a comparison of makespans produced by the three strategies for a group of
documented irregular, non-unit cost graphs used by various researchers. BNR
continues to perform well.

DAG

DSC

P LW

BNR

M/S P M/S P M/S
P
I7a [8]
9
2 8 5 8
3
I7b [9]
8
3 11/12 5 8
3
I10 [14]
30 3 27 3 26
3
I13 [1]
301 7 275 8 246
8
I18 [12] 530y/550 5 490/480 8 370
9
y Note that Reference [12] reports a schedule time of 460 on 6 processors.

Table 3. Results for non-unit (task and edge) cost irregular DAGs (L = 1).

4 Conclusions and future work
Based on the results obtained so far, BNR compares favourably against traditional clustering-based scheduling heuristic such as DSC and PLW which are
dedicated exclusively to the delay model. Clearly, results of further experiments
using graphs with a more varied range of granularities and connectivities are
needed to complete the practical evaluation of the algorithm. The main objective
is, however, to analyse the heuristic's behaviour under LogP conditions, comparing results under these conditions with other LogP scheduling algorithms.
In particular, we wish to investigate MSA [2] to ascertain the bene ts of its
technique of bundling messages in a LogP environment. In terms of obtaining
theoretical bounds on makespan optimality under LogP conditions, further work
needs to be done although we suspect that under the delay model the bound is
no worse than that of PLW .
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